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Abstract

Software modelling has grown in value since the end of the 20th century, and
its importance continues to develop with IT systems becoming increasingly
prominent, complex, and larger in scale.

This dissertation addresses the intersection between artificial intelligence
(AI) and software modelling, with a focus on the generation of Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) diagrams by AI. Being that BPMN
helps effectively communicate business processes, this research is focused on
the potential capability of AI, specifically GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0, to generate
and create these diagrams automatically starting from descriptive problem
statements.

By creating a scoring system to evaluate diagrams and syntax errors in
the solutions generated by the three actors (human, GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0)
as well as using statistical analyses such as t-tests and ANOVA, the research
aims to assess whether AI-generated solutions can achieve or even exceed the
efficiency of human-generated solutions in terms of accuracy and speed. The
final statistical results suggest that GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 do not outperform
human performance in generating BPMN diagrams.

This outcome highlights the difficulties and limitations of GPT(Generative
Pre-trained models) and Large Language Models in apprehending and de-
ploying complex contexts and requirements, generating graphic representa-
tions, and possessing limited domain-specific knowledge. It also draws at-
tention to the importance of ongoing exploration and technological progress
to enhance AI capabilities in this field.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the middle of the 20th century, the field of software engineering has
undergone a rapid transformation. In this context, software modelling has
become an important pillar of IT systems since they are becoming larger,
more complex and more comprehensive. Two important standards in the field
of software modelling are UML diagrams and BPMN diagrams, which help
reflect the components of information systems and the constituent processes
of an organization.

Usually, these diagrams are developed in the study phase of the IT sys-
tem that must be implemented and are realized through a repeated process
as they involve several experts and are time-consuming. Regardless of this,
the possibility that these diagrams contain errors is not negligible. In this
context, the question of whether the capacity and potential of artificial in-
telligence models can be used to make this process faster and more accurate
becomes important. Automation of this process would be more important in
the IT industry.

The goal of this study is to test whether the GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 models
can generate BPMN diagrams starting from the initial description of the
problem. After generating the diagrams, an empirical comparison between
the human-generated diagrams and those generated by the two AI models
is needed. This process is challenging since, at this moment, there is little
evidence of whether the specific knowledge of AI models in the BPMN domain
and its capability to create graphical representations are sufficient to give
reliable results.

This thesis includes a comprehensive approach combining existing research
works in the field of process modeling and providing empirical results experi-
mental work. By analyzing a problem description set and directing the model
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1 – Introduction

to generate diagrams once from the 3.5 model and once from the 4.0 model,
the results should be compared to the human-generated diagram. The eval-
uation criteria aim to elaborate and compare the aspect of accuracy and the
aspect of syntactic errors. Starting from the null hypothesis that there is
no difference in the performance of the three actors in the generation of dia-
grams, statistical analyzes will have to provide a scientific proof of the truth
of this statement.

In summary, this study has several main objectives:
Creating a rating system to evaluate human and AI-generated diagrams,

focusing on accuracy and syntax compliance. Using statistical tools such as
T-tests and ANOVA to test the null hypothesis Exploring current AI capacity
in analyzing and generating process modelling diagrams via XML files.

The structure of this paper will be as follows: The second chapter will
give a background and the main notions of software modelling and those
of large language models; the third chapter will give an overview of the
latest AI developments in different sectors; the fourth chapter will focus on
the methodology, the fifth chapter will reflect the results achieved and their
interpretation; the sixth chapter will give a summary of the performance
of the AI and human in a more synthetic way, and in conclusion, the last
chapter will summarize the final conclusions of this paper.

The aim of this paper is to enrich the conversation on the role of AI in
the field of process and software modelling. The accumulated conclusions
will not only provide an answer to where GPT models currently stand in
this domain, but will also pave the way for future research to unlock the full
potential of AI in software modeling.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Definition of Software Modelling
The Oxford Dictionary defines modelling as the work of creating a simple
description of a system/process that can be used to explain it and predict
outcomes, or simply as the activity of creating models of objects [1]. Since the
dawn of humanity, ancient civilizations have used modelling as an important
element to represent an architectural idea and as a verification tool to find the
best possible idea. As a concept, modelling is used extensively in the software
field, so-called software modelling, with the aim of simplifying and making
complex software systems less abstract. Software engineering took off in the
late 1960s and continues to develop today. The change in approach is due to
the fact that previously the focus of software engineering was merely on code
generation, without any conventions on processes or techniques. Becoming
an increasingly important part of all the fields around us, computer systems
have become more complex and comprehensive. So in light of the arguments
aforementioned, modelling techniques have become a critical part of better
understanding software systems.

The main purpose of software modelling is to understand, design and
document different integral aspects of the system, thus having a key role
in all phases of the software development life cycle, from feasibility studies,
functionality, trade-offs, features, design and cost analysis including every
other aspect of the components.

According to the Object Modeling Group (OMG), “Modelling is the design
of software applications before coding.”[2] As mentioned above, modelling is
not just about code generation, but about every stage of the system devel-
opment cycle, starting from requirements gathering, requirements analysis,
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2 – Background

system design, implementation and testing the final results. Another form
of software modelling has to do with its abstract nature. As technologies are
continuously developing, systems evolve dynamically, making it necessary for
the model itself not only to contain one logic or algorithm but to also con-
tain several specifications presented such as models, diagrams or notations.
There are different types of software models, thus distinguishing structural,
behavioural and functional models, all with different purposes to describe
and present different specifications of the system they represent.

These models, in their specifics, are used as an instrument to improve the
communication between stakeholders, developers, product designers and cus-
tomers. Furthermore, they help to better understand the functioning of the
system, how it can be created, how it can be developed, how it can be im-
proved and what are the technologies that compose it and the communication
with external systems. The role of software modelling starts from problem
identification, solution exploration, and requirements analysis. In this way
are explored different facets of the system throughout the software develop-
ment life cycle, thus ensuring maximum reliability and quality of software
development. Furthermore, the key part of the process is the documentation
of the system design and architecture, thus providing a reference for continu-
ous developments or improvements. This ensures transparency and simplifies
communication between stakeholders.

Software models can be built using different techniques depending on the
functionality to be presented, mentioned here: flowcharts, state transition
diagrams, UML diagrams and SysML diagrams. UML is a language used
to build diagrams, while SysML is an extension of UML: both are part of
software modelling and are used to describe different parts of the system.
The criteria for choosing appropriate modelling tools take into account three
main criteria. The first criterion has to do with the requirements of the
project, starting from the purpose and objective that you intend to achieve
with this project, the volume and flow of data and the integration of this tool
with software or other platforms that make part of the project in question.
The second criterion takes into account scalability and how the tool is able
to adapt to the continuous increase in data. The third criterion considers
the complexity of the tool, its costs and its flexibility.

Overall, software modelling is a vital part of the software development
lifecycle. It not only helps in the quality and reliability of the system but
plays an important role in streamlining communication between stakeholders,
developers, business analysts and functional analysts thus ensuring effective
communication between them. To accomplish this, conventional methods,
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techniques, notations, and diagrams play a critical role in representing the
presentation of different forms of the system, such as UML and SysML[3].

2.2 Modelling with UML Class Diagram
The Unified Modeling Language (acronym as UML) is a standardised vi-
sual modelling language that is mostly used in software engineering and it
is an object-oriented language. It is used to design, visualise and document
software systems throughout its lifecycle. In the early 1990s, in the field of
software engineering, there were various modelling languages existing in this
industry, that is the reason why emerged the need for a unified modelling lan-
guage with a unified syntax and semantics. The first version of UML (UML
1.0), was released in 1997 and it answered the need to provide a standardised
notation and semantics to visualise, specify, build and document software sys-
tems. In the later years, UML refined and provided enhancements based on
industry and advancements in the software industry[4].

The diagrams that are included in UML are the following:

1. Use case diagrams

2. Class diagrams

3. Object diagrams

4. Communication diagrams

5. Sequence diagrams

6. State Machine diagrams

7. Activity diagrams

Among all these different diagram types, class diagrams are the most
relevant. Class diagrams help create a visual representation of the parts
and actors included in the organisation in the system. They help as well to
show the connections within that system or application by portraying every
element as an object. Before explaining the way in which a class diagram
works, it is important to mention two key concepts: Classes (the type) and
Objects (an instance of the type). These notions are depicted as boxes in the
UML notation, as shown in Figure 2.1
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2 – Background

Figure 2.1. UML Class Representation

The above picture gives an illustrative example of the class where the top
part of the rectangle box represents the class name, the middle part holds
the attributes (variables or properties) of the class, while the bottom part
holds the operations, called methods or functions. A sophisticated software
system is depicted as a set of classes that are connected between them by
lines in which their static relationships are displayed. There are various types
of relationships used to connect these classes, and each of them expresses a
different type of relationship and has a different role. The most frequently
used are:

1. Associations

2. Aggregation/Composition Hierarchy

3. Generalisation/Specialisation

An association is a structural relationship between two or more classes,
represented by a line that joins the classes that need to be connected, with the
possibility of having a small arrow at the end of the line, to show the direction
in which the association between these two classes should be perceived.

Another element of associations is their multiplicity, a number used to
show how many instances of a class can be connected to instances of another
class: a 1 means that an instance of a class is connected to exactly one
instance of another class, 0..1 means an optional connection with exactly
one instance of a second class, 1..* means that the class must be connected
with at least one instance and may be connected with more of them, and so
on (different types of multiplicities are shown at the top right of Figure 2.2).

Aggregation and composition hierarchies are whole/part relationships.
This form of connection is represented by a diamond icon with differences
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2.2 – Modelling with UML Class Diagram

in how they are used. Aggregation is represented by a blank diamond icon
and means that if the parent class is deleted, the child class may exist. In
contrast, the composition is reflected by a filled diamond and describes the
case where the child class cannot exist if the parent class is deleted from the
system.

Another type of relationship is the generalisation/specialisation hierarchy.
This connection is hereditary, meaning that the child class inherits all the
specifications of the parent class. It is represented by a line icon with a closed
arrow pointing from the child class to the parent class[3].

Figure 2.2. UML Class Diagram Relationships.Source:[2]

Another important characteristic of UML class diagrams is that they are
static models, meaning that the main components of the diagrams do not
vary over time. Unfortunately, this means that the dynamic information
flow and the interactions between classes cannot be interpreted from a UML
class diagram.

To sum up,the logical steps that are used when building UML class dia-
grams are as follows:

1. Class Identification

2. Definition of Attributes
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2 – Background

3. Definition of Methods/Functions

4. Establishment of relationships

5. Perfectioning of the Model

6. Documentation

7. Consolidation with other UML diagrams

Firstly, it is important to identify what are the main classes that will
compose the diagram. The diagrams are usually built by experts, and it is
a process where several ideas are brainstormed. The first details defined are
classes, their characterizing attributes, and the methods that they perform;
after that, relationships with other classes are defined.

Diagrams can then be perfected over time according to business needs,
starting from a low-level perspective until an encompassing high-level view
of the system is created[3].

Formats available to model with UML class Diagrams

This section will discuss how UML class diagrams can be exchanged in many
other different system documents. In recent years, the so-called UXF (UML
exchange format) has emerged as a popular strategy to exchange UML class
diagrams in different system documents[5]. Examples of exchange formats
are:

1. Image File Format

2. Vector Graphics Format

3. UML Files

4. XML Format

The choice of format is influenced by many key decisions, beginning from
the diagram’s intended application, its compatibility with other complemen-
tary systems/tools that need to be used based on the case, the tool’s capa-
bilities, and personal preferences. It is very important to take into account
additional tools or systems that might need to interact with the UML class
diagram when choosing a format[5].

The focus of this section is to describe and interpret how a UML class
diagram can be converted into an XML Schema, the current standard for
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Internet documents. The aim of transforming the UML class diagram into
an XML schema is to have the diagram in an easily readable, transformable,
and reusable format. The conversion to an XML schema can give a flexible
method to represent the logical structure of the document in various ways.

Depending on the individual standard or schema, an XML structure or
schema that represents a general case of a UML class diagram can change
based on the complexity of the specificity of the diagram itself. The following
example illustrates a general and simple example of how an XML structure
may be built:

<uml:ClassDiagram xmlns:uml="http://www.omg.org/spec/UML
/20131001" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/20131001">

<packagedElement xmi:type="uml:Package" name="Package_Name">

<!−− Class Definitions −−>

<packagedElement xmi:type="uml:Class" name="Class_Name">

<!−− Class Properties −−>

<ownedAttribute xmi:type="uml:Property" name="Attribute_Name
" type="DataType" visibility="visibility_type"/>

<!−− Class Operations −−>

<ownedOperation xmi:type="uml:Operation" name="
Operation_Name" visibility="visibility_type">

<!−− Operation Parameters −−>

<ownedParameter xmi:type="uml:Parameter" name="
Parameter_Name" type="Parameter_Type"/>

</ownedOperation>

</packagedElement>

<!−− Associations −−>
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2 – Background

<packagedElement xmi:type="uml:Association" name="
Association_Name">

<!−− Association Endpoints −−>

<memberEnd xmi:type="uml:Property" type="Class1"/>
<memberEnd xmi:type="uml:Property" type="Class2"/>

</packagedElement>

<!−− Generalizations/Inheritances −−>

<packagedElement xmi:type="uml:Generalization" general="
Superclass" specific="Subclass"/>

<!−− Aggregations −−>

<packagedElement xmi:type="uml:Association" name="
Aggregation_Name">

<!−− Aggregation Endpoints −−>

<memberEnd xmi:type="uml:Property" type="Class1" aggregation=
"shared"/>

<memberEnd xmi:type="uml:Property" type="Class2" aggregation=
"composite"/>

</packagedElement>

<!−− Dependencies −−>

<packagedElement xmi:type="uml:Dependency" client="Class1"
supplier="Class2"/>

<!−− Other Elements: Interfaces, Packages, etc. −−>

</packagedElement>

</uml:ClassDiagram>
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2.2 – Modelling with UML Class Diagram

The XML structure complies with the UML metamodel. As it can be
distinguished in the structure shown above, in the xml structure there are
components like: uml:Class, uml:Property, uml:Operation, uml:Association,
uml:Generalization, uml:Dependency, with each of them representing a dis-
tinct element in the diagram.

The first part of the schema is composed of the namespaces: the xmlns:uml‘
and xmlns:xmi attributes respectively define the namespaces for the UML
and XMI standards.

Moreover, the <packagedElement> element in the schema represents a
package which acts as a container for the diagram’s classes, associations,
generalisations, dependencies and all its essential elements.

According to this definition, the <packagedElement xmi:type="uml:Class"
name="Class_Name" node represents a class in the UML class diagram: the
node includes components that define the properties or attributes of the class,
as well as its operations.

After having defined the classes, the attributes and operations of each
of them need to be specified. The <ownedAttribute> element represents a
class property (attribute) by specifying the name, type, visibility, and other
properties of an attribute associated with a class. The <ownedOperation> el-
ement represents a class operation (method) and defines the name, visibility,
and parameters of an operation associated with a class; operation parameters
are represented using the <ownedParameter> element.

Other component parts when building a UML class diagram are the as-
sociations, generalisation and aggregation between classes, and in an XML
schema they are represented as follows:

• A <packagedElement> element with xmi:type="uml:Association" repre-
sents an association between classes in the UML class diagram; it typ-
ically consists of two or more <memberEnd> elements, each specifying
the participating classes and the role they play in the association.

• A <packagedElement> element with xmi:type="uml:Generalization" rep-
resents a generalisation or inheritance relationship between classes and
specifies the parent class (‘general‘) and the child class (‘specific‘) in-
volved in the inheritance.

• Aggregation relationships, such as composition and shared aggregation,
are represented using <packagedElement> elements with xmi:type="uml:Association"
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2 – Background

and <memberEnd> elements with an aggregation attribute that specifies
the type of aggregation.

It should be noted that the XML structure provided is a general represen-
tation and may not include all elements. For describing UML class diagrams
in XML, different XML schemas, tools, or UML versions may have additional
elements or particular needs based on the specific schema to be represented
and its scale of complexity.

2.3 Definition of Process Modelling

A process is described as a chain of actions that, by giving a specific input,
produce a specific output, and that could be used to represent a system at
various levels of detail. Before trying to represent a process, it is essential
to know the activities included and the order in which they are executed.
The other side of the coin of this argument is the fact that, in some cases,
some activities are really difficult to distinguish from others and this happens
mostly when they are strictly related to one another.

In the field of business importance, process modelling is defined as the
development of a visual schema in order to represent or describe a system or
a process. This activity involves the documentation of all the actions, steps
and analyses that are conducted during this phase in order to comprehend
and evaluate them better. The most used areas are project management,
software development, engineering, and business process management.

The main goal of process modelling is to communicate to stakeholders a
clear and organised view of the way in which a process operates. Hence,
in this manner, they can evaluate how the process works, suggest further
enhancements and optimise it.

Process models and diagrams can be used to design and plan future
states/improvements (to-be) as well as to communicate and document the
current state of a process (as-is).

Some examples of process models diagrams are flowcharts, business process
models, and data flow diagrams. These models depict various components
and activities that compose a process such as tasks, decisions points, inputs,
outputs, and dependencies by using a variety of symbols, notations, and
diagrams all specific to the type of formalism being used.
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2.3 – Definition of Process Modelling

2.3.1 Definition, Characteristics and Notions of Busi-
ness Process Modelling

Processes are a substantial part of business whether the latter provides a
service or a product to the client. The design and execution of processes
impact in a direct way the quality of service perceived from customers and
its effectiveness. As a matter of fact, if one organisation has better processes
and executes them better, it can surpass another competitor that provides
the same/similar types of services.

Business process modelling (BPM) is a formalism that represents business
processes in a visual form and allows for analysing the activities, interactions,
and information flows within an organisation’s business processes.

Firstly, it involves creating graphical representations of processes to un-
derstand their functioning better: this helps identify the improvement areas,
and enhance communication and collaboration among interested stakehold-
ers.

Secondly, another critical aspect of business process modelling is its ca-
pability to represent a process using diagrams and symbols. This makes it
easier to understand and analyse processes more efficiently, no matter how
complex they are.

Thirdly, BPM has a process-oriented nature, meaning that its duty is to
capture the sequence of activities and their relationships within a process.
This includes understanding information flows and tasks involved in the pro-
cess by keeping the focus on the high-level representation of the process and
not giving information on details that regard to the implementation.

As the process becomes more convoluted, the diagram gets refined iter-
atively by insights and suggestions provided by stakeholders, ensuring that
the model remains coherent and updated and that it communicates correctly
the representation of the process[6, 7].

Figure 2.3 displays the most essential notions of business process modelling
in their intended order:

Figure 2.3. Notions of business process modelling:
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2 – Background

The first step in modelling a process is identifying the organisation’s in-
dispensable processes; understanding the process’s limitations and the type
of activities involved is critical at this step.

In the second phase, business analysts create visual representations (such
as flow charts or diagrams): these schemas should portray the order of events,
decision points, and information flow inside the process being analysed, al-
lowing for the detection of bottlenecks, inefficiencies, and enhancements.

In the third step, the stakeholders use several procedures to find areas that
can be optimised, with the final objective being an increase in the process’
total effectiveness.

Following this phase of the analysis, the field experts use simulation tech-
niques to reproduce the process’s behaviour. After that, stakeholders under-
stand the process’s performance by analysing different scenarios and identi-
fying potential inefficiencies or opportunities for improvement.

The goal of process improvement is to spot and address solutions to the
faults or inconsistencies found in the fourth step. Experts propose several
changes that can include redesigning the process, for example usage of new
tools or technologies, or best case scenarios from other analogue cases.

BPMN was created from the lack of a single standard for communicat-
ing the processes that make up a company. In the early 2000s, there were
different notations and points of view regarding the representation of com-
pany processes, and different companies used different methods. Finding
themselves in this situation, industry experts thought of creating a com-
mon standard notation to create a single standard and then to facilitate the
communication of business processes between different stakeholders. In May
2004, the BPMN 1.0 notation was released, and in the following years, this
standard was improved until 2011, when the BPMN 2.0 standard was pub-
lished. This international standard now succinctly embodies best practices
in business modelling [8].

BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) is a formalism that serves
as a standard for modelling business processes. Its primary purpose is to as-
sist technical and business users in business process modelling. Precisely for
this reason, the BPMN standard uses simple, intuitive, and understandable
notations. Based on simple flowchart techniques, BPMN can communicate
complex systems clearly, facilitating communication between business ana-
lysts and technical developers [8].

Business process modelling language, like every other modelling language,
has its own notations and symbols used to represent different artefacts on
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process within the business reality. It is important to give a clear descrip-
tion of the notations and symbols used in this formalism. The most used
components are:

1. Tasks: they represent activities or actions carried out by actors involved
in the business processes. Its shape is a rectangle box with inside the
action that is being performed[9].

Figure 2.4. Types of tasks in BPMN

2. Gateways: they represent decision points and are represented with a
diamond shaped symbol. The gateways are of different types: exclusive
(only one outgoing flow can continue), event-based or parallel (all out-
going flows continue and rejoin at some point in the process), with each
symbol representing a distinct logical condition[9].

Figure 2.5. Types of gateways in BPMN

3. Events: they represent something that can happen at a certain moment
during the business process and they are reflected as a circle shape.
Events can be of start type (thin circle), end type (thick circle) or in-
termediate type (double circle). These events sometimes might contain
in the middle of the circle an icon that represents their activation con-
dition (e.g. an error, a specific moment in time, an error instance, or
sending/receiving a message)[9].
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Figure 2.6. Types of events in BPMN

4. Flows: they are used to mirror the activity flows between different activ-
ities and/or participants and can be of two types: sequence and message.
Sequence flows are represented as a continuous arrow and indicate the se-
quence in which the different activities happen by connecting the source
and destination elements. On the other hand, message flows are used
to represent the exchange of messages within the system and are repre-
sented as a dashed arrow. While sequence flows show the order of the
activities of the same participant, message flows are used to show the
order of activities of different participants and information exchanges
among them[9].

Figure 2.7. Sequence flow arrow

5. Pools and lanes: they are represented by a rectangle-shaped form and
are used to identify participants/entities involved in the process. Pools
differ from lanes because the first represents companies, departments or
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even roles while lanes represent sub-roles within the macro entity that
is defined by the pool name [9].

Figure 2.8. Pools and Lanes in BPMN

These are only some of the types of objects used to build a BPMN diagram.
These diagrams are read from left to right, following the direction of the
sequence flows; in case of message flows that connect different pools, the
reading is done following their direction (either top-bottom or vice-versa).

2.3.2 Formats available For BPMN Diagrams
As previously discussed in the UML case, BPMN diagrams can be saved in
different ways depending on the user’s preferences and their necessities; since
these schemas are usually created with specific tools or software, it depends
mostly on the type of software being used and what it allows the user.

Examples of formats available for BPMN diagrams are:

1. BPMN XML Schema

2. Image Format

3. Interactive Web Formats

4. BPMN Diagramming Tools
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It is the benefit of the study to follow the BPMN 2.0 standard when trying
to create an XML file that depicts the BPMN diagram. The structure of the
XML schema consists of two parts: the first one is the graphical information
specific to the software/tool being used, and the second one is the structural
information, that details the structural components of the diagram. The
example below shows only the structural details and not the graphical part.
‘‘‘ xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF−8"?>
<definitions xmlns="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/

MODEL"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema−instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN

/20100524/MODEL␣BPMN20.xsd"
id="definitions_1"
targetNamespace="http://bpmn.io/schema/bpmn"
exporter="YourExporter"
exporterVersion="1.0">

<!−− Define the process −−>

<process id="process_1" isExecutable="true">

<!−− Define the start event −−>

<startEvent id="startEvent_1">

<!−− Additional properties or attributes for the start event −−>

</startEvent>

<!−− Define other BPMN elements like tasks, gateways, and events
−−>

<!−− Define the end event −−>

<endEvent id="endEvent_1">

<!−− Additional properties or attributes for the end event −−>
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</endEvent>

<!−− Define sequence flows to connect the elements −−>

<sequenceFlow id="sequenceFlow_1" sourceRef="startEvent_1"
targetRef="task_1" />

<sequenceFlow id="sequenceFlow_2" sourceRef="task_1" targetRef="
endEvent_1" />

<!−− Define other sequence flows as needed −−>

</process>

</definitions>

The first part of the BPMN schema is the section called <definitions>,
which defines the most important elements like BPMN namespace and schema.

The additional elements define the structural components of the dia-
gram, such as processes (<process>), sequence flows (<sequenceFlow>),
start events (<startEvent>), end events (<endEvent>) and the like. Each
item should have a unique <id> and possibly the boolean attribute <isEx-
ecutable>.

The latter determines whether the presented process is executable or not
by the BPMN tool. For example: In this case, (<isExecutable>) is set as
true, which means that the process described in the XML schema can be
executed by the BPMN software reading the file and it is intended for direct
implementation. In the opposite case, when this attribute is set to False, it
means that the process is not executable, but is only used for documentation
and cannot be implemented.

Following the same logic, the other parts of the diagram are also defined in
the same way from a syntax perspective, but based on their specificities, they
might contain other attributes. For example, the element <sequenceFlow>
defines the message flows, so besides the id attribute, it should also specify
the source and destination elements.

Moreover, if gateways are present in the diagram, they are defined through
the <conditionExpression> element within the <sequenceFlow>. In the
same syntax, other elements of the diagram such as timer events (<timerEvent-
Definition>), message events (<messageEventDefinition>) or other parts
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might be defined as well, adding several case-specific attributes.
The XML schema illustrated above is only a simple demonstration of how

it is built as an XML file, but its elements depend on the complexity of the
diagram: the more complex the diagram, the richer the detail of the schema.

Finally, the end part of the schema contains the graphical definitions and
the coordinates of each part of the process, but this changes based on the
software or tool used.

2.4 Large Language Models and Conversa-
tional Artificial Intelligence

2.4.1 Introduction to Large Language Models
Large Language models (LLM) can be considered as an instance of a foun-
dation model. Foundation Models are pre-trained on large amounts of unla-
beled and self-supervised data, meaning that the model learns from patterns
in the data in a way that produces generative and adaptable output. Thus,
an LLM is an instance of FM applied specifically to text and text-like things
(i.e. code).

An important remark to be made is that LLMs are trained on large
datasets of text, such as books, articles and conversations that might reach
up to 1 PB of data processed.

Large Language Models are Large, Generative purpose language models
that can be pre-trained and then fine-tuned for specific purposes. LLMs are
used to solve common language problems such as text classification, ques-
tion answering, document summarization and text generation. Moreover,
these models can be trained to solve different problems in retail, finance and
entertainment areas.

By the term “Large” it is intended the fact that the model has an enormous
size of training data set (PetaByte Size) and that it has a large number of
parameters. A parameter is a value that the model can change independently
as it learns and the more parameters a model has the more complex it can
be[10].

In machine learning, parameters are often called hyperparameters: they
are the memory and the knowledge that the machine learned from model
training and they define the skill of a model in solving a problem such as
predictive text.

Another characteristic of LLMs is their transformative architecture that
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enables the model to handle data sequences like sentences or lines of code.
Transformers are designed to understand the context of each word in a sen-
tence by considering it in relation to every other word. This allows the model
to build a comprehensive understanding of the sentence and the meaning of
the words within it[11].

Subsequently, the architecture is trained on this large amount of data.
During training, the model learns to predict the next word in a sentence,
but with each iteration, the model adjusts its internal parameters to reduce
the difference between its predictions and the actual outcomes. The model
keeps doing this gradually, improving its word predictions until it can reliably
generate coherent sentences,

Furthermore, the model can be fine-tuned in a smaller and more specific
dataset and by doing this it refines its understanding to be able to perform a
specific task more accurately. Fine-tuning is what allows a general language
model to become an expert at a specific task.

There are 3 main types of Large Language Models:

1. Generic (Raw) LM: These models predict the next word (technically
token) based on the language in the training data.

2. Instruction Tuned LM: The model is trained to predict a response to the
instructions given in the input.

3. Dialog Tuned LM: The model is trained to have a dialogue by predicting
the next response.

Each of these language models needs prompting in a different way[12].

2.4.2 Conversational Artificial Intelligence and Intro-
duction to OpenAI and ChatGPT

Conversational artificial intelligence (AI) is a rapidly developing technology
that has had a significant impact on e-commerce, education, entertainment,
health, productivity, and journalism. As a result, businesses, governments,
and academic institutions are becoming more and more interested in this
domain[13].

It uses a large amount of data (as well as a large volume of machine
learning) with the aim to help imitate human interactions. Moreover, it can
recognize speech and text inputs and translate their meanings across various
languages meaning that it generates a response based on user intent. It
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is important to emphasise the fact that intents are different from entities:
intents allow a machine to to decipher what the user is asking, while entities
are used to act as a way to provide relevant responses.

Conversational Artificial Intelligence (Conversational AI) is a branch of
Artificial Intelligence that focuses on creating AI agents capable of repli-
cating and automating human conversations and linguistic interactions. It
makes use of developments in natural language processing (NLP), to en-
able machines to comprehend and react to human speech and text. Various
industries, including aviation, tourism, and healthcare, have implemented
conversational AI technologies, such as chatbots and virtual assistants, to
improve customer management and improve user experience.

There is yet little use of conversational AI in the architecture, engineering,
and construction (AEC) sector, and little research has been done in this field.
However, by boosting productivity, enhancing user experience, and assisting
numerous jobs across the project lifecycle, conversational AI holds enormous
promise for revolutionising the AEC business[14].

There are four basic steps to the natural language processing that occurs
within a conversational AI:

1. Input Generation: Users provide input in the form of voice or/and text
through a website or an app.

2. Input Analysis: Used to decipher the meaning and derive its intent
through Natural language understanding

3. Dialog Management: Used to formulate a response in a way that mimics
human speech using a Natural Language Generator.

4. Reinforcement Learning: Refine those responses over time based on the
analysis of how well the Conversational AI did this go-around.

According to various viewpoints, conversational AI systems can be grouped.
Previous research has classified these systems into categories such as text-
based and spoken dialogue systems, voice user interfaces, chatbots, embodied
conversational agents, robots, and placed agents. Conversational AI systems
are classified based on their methodologies, channels, and goals. The many
classification approaches show how quickly the domain has developed and
the amount of attention it has received[14].

Different companies have been employing their research and development
teams to explore potentialities and create products based on this technology.
Nowadays, one of the most important companies has become an exponent
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when it comes to AI systems. OpenAI is a research lab that has a focus
on using artificial intelligence for the benefit of humanity. OpenAI firstly
launched ChatGPT using the GPT 3.5 model, and later on the GPT 4.0
model. Both models are a benchmark regarding AI models since they are
more capable compared to other models in the market.

2.4.3 Advantages and disadvantages related to the tech-
nology

What makes AI performance superior to that of humans is the fact that AI
bases its decisions on facts rather than emotional factors, and this is where
they gain such supremacy in performance. However, AI systems have many
disadvantages when used.

Table 2.1 describes some of the advantages and disadvantages of artificial
intelligence:

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
Enhanced Productivity Impacted Labour Market

Efficient Parallelization of Tasks Absence of Human Emotional Engagement
High Success Rate Substantial Resource and Time Expenditure

Reduced Error and Defect Rates High Development Costs
Mitigation of Human Error Limiting Creative Problem-Solving Abilities

Autonomous Risk Management High Unemployment Rates
24/7 Availability Technological Dependency

Expedited Decision Making Potential for Reduced Motivation in the Younger Generation
Pioneering Innovations

Table 2.1. Advantages and disadvantages of AI

The use of artificial intelligence software/tools has several advantages. It
can be said that the biggest advantage these systems bring is the fact that
they rely on factual information-based systems for decision-making tasks,
rather than emotions that could, at times, bring entropy into human judge-
ment. That is to say, in terms of repetitive, routine, and automated tasks,
AI may, in fact, be much better than humans at performing them, as it has
large processing capabilities with low error rates.

The other aspect is that these systems can make predictions starting from
an analysis of data trends, sometimes providing crucial insights into some
critical problems and scenarios. This characteristic determines the speed and
precision of these instruments. This, of course, means that these attributes of
AI can make it perform better in parallel tasks, thus improving productivity,
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effectiveness and much lower turnaround times for tasks compared to tasks
done by humans. The AI systems themselves can be everywhere, taking
up as little space as possible in the real world to make them portable and
usable[15].

However, artificial intelligence also has several weaknesses. This happens
especially when these tools are not used correctly and, if used improperly,
they could provide incorrect information on information sources and facts,
thus causing damage to various aspects.

The more it becomes an integral part of life, the more it continues to
create dependency and laziness in the younger generation, who can use these
systems as shortcuts to every productivity task without making any effort
to do so. It imposes human dependence in making decisions or carrying out
tasks independently and even blocks creativity. It is dangerous in a way that
creates dependency on technology not controlled by end users and could likely
lead to technological misuse of some sort of misinformation with unintended
consequences.

Furthermore, AI systems do not possess emotional intelligence nor do they
share the morally and ethically right perspectives of humans.

Users should be aware of the powerful opportunities and serious drawbacks
of artificial intelligence that consciously emerge with respect to some critical
points of these systems. This could help users use AI responsibly, while being
mindful of the harm it could create[15].

2.4.4 Ethical Concerns Related to AI
Artificial intelligence is developing and progressing rapidly. That means users
use this technology in different aspects of daily life to facilitate their daily
tasks. Since its effect on productivity is evident, people are using it expo-
nentially. For this reason, specific ethical concerns arise about its usage. The
main shortcoming is the confusing legislation, regulation and discussion to
discuss its responsible use and impact on the society[16, 17].

Figure 2.9 above shows several ethical concerns of AI that arise in different
aspects of life. One of the main characteristics defining artificial intelligence’s
nature is that it is trained on large data sets. From this perspective, the solic-
itude of algorithmic bias derives. It refers to the possibility of these systems
making judgements or making decisions based on the data they are trained
in, which is only sometimes the most exact answer and, in contrast, might
give discriminatory results based on critical factors such as race, gender,
or socioeconomic status, when used in fields such as employment, financial
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Figure 2.9. Ethical Concerns of AI technology

systems or judicial systems.
An account must be created to use AI tools or software. This creates

privacy and data protection concerns because it relies on large amounts of
personal data. More transparency should be provided regarding collecting,
storing, and using data. Transparency constitutes another ethical problem
since AI’s nature is challenging to decipher. This makes it difficult to under-
stand the reasoning or logic behind their results, decreasing their credibility
and accountability. Accountability and liability issues worsen as well due to
assigning or responsibility: for example, in cases of damages or errors pro-
duced by the system, the percentage of responsibility shared by stakeholders,
users, or the AI system itself is unclear.

Moreover, in recent years, the number of people exploring AI for personal
uses and as a supportive tool at work has increased. Job displacement and
economic inequality concerns arise from AI’s fast integration into the work
environment, especially regarding automatic tasks. This brings worries about
job displacement and changes in the labour market, affecting society.

Another critical aspect is AI’s ability to manipulate and misinform society
when used irresponsibly. These tools, whether used intentionally or uninten-
tionally to create disinformation or share news not verified by the source,
might destabilise. It may lead to manipulating public opinion and the soci-
ety’s overall stability. That is why it is essential to design AI systems in a
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fair, equal and impartial way.
Furthermore, another ethical concern is AI’s environmental impact, which

comes from the fact that the infrastructure used to power these systems
has a significant energy consumption and carbon footprint. Analysing this
effect is crucial to understand these systems’ longevity from an environmental
sustainability viewpoint.

In conclusion, these are only some of the ethical concerns and their ex-
planations related to AI systems. Open discussions with experts in the field,
regulations, and legislation are important to minimise the risks that irrespon-
sible use of AI systems might bring in different areas of life[16, 17].
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Chapter 3

AI Applications

3.1 AI applications in Education and Academia

Artificial intelligence technology has started to be used massively in different
sectors. It has the potential to bring innovation and transformation in the
way business-related processes were previously managed.

Education is one sector where this technology can bring innovation. In
this environment, AI can do this by revolutionising teaching and learning
methods and the administrative processes that comprise them [18]. The
combination of AI in educational systems has given the first benefits of a
personalised learning experience, greater engagement of students and saving
time devoted to routine administrative processes[19]. Moreover, integrating
AI into higher education can also bring innovation to teaching and learning.
We can thus mention automated grading systems and personalised learning
platforms that use this technology[20].

However, using this technology in the educational environment also brings
challenges and ethical concerns. Thus, policymakers and educators must en-
sure that students have all the necessary knowledge to use this technology
responsibly. Some of these suggestions may include understanding the basic
algorithms that AI uses, critically evaluating AI applications, and consider-
ing the ethical implications that the usage of AI might bring when used in
different contexts.

The impact of using artificial intelligence in academia has several implica-
tions [19]. First of all, this technology can benefit the teaching and learning
process since it can offer personalised learning experiences, adapting to each
student’s personal and specific needs. Also, it can introduce new teaching
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methodologies that would not have been possible doing before[21]. For exam-
ple, AI could help customise learning based on the strengths and weaknesses
of each student. On the other hand, educators and teachers could benefit
from the automation of routine administrative tasks, thus having more time
to focus on educational activities that are more important. Also, academic
applications based on AI technologies have brought considerable innovation
in the field of researching scientific articles, analysing data, and finding ar-
ticles related to the subject under review. This feature makes knowledge
generated more easily and information easily accessible. This increases the
possibility that the scientific results of the work are more accurate and effi-
cient and also facilitates the work of researchers. If before, a researcher or
professor dealing with scientific research had to read dozens of articles that
were probably useless in their work, now, different AI software can proofread
the article and give a framework of what is addressed in the article, helping
them to stay updated on the latest developments and consider studying ar-
ticles that are relevant to their work. The challenges and opportunities of
using AI in universities are extensive[20].

As mentioned, the biggest and most important challenge involves address-
ing data security and privacy concerns, especially when the latter is used
to collect and analyse student information. Another challenge would be to
provide this technology equally for all students without promoting a digital
divide.

Finally, it is important to understand the algorithms used in educational
decision-making processes, thus increasing the control of educators and pro-
fessors over this technology. To face these challenges, academic curricula
must prioritise the theme of incorporating AI in the educational environ-
ment responsibly[22] . There are premises that the future trends of using
AI in academic curricula and the teaching process will develop even further
with the development of this technology. What is worth emphasising is the
fact that there is a need for empirical studies to really measure the effect
and indication that the approach of this technology can bring to this field by
comparing it with traditional methods[23].

3.2 AI applications in Industry

The development of artificial intelligence portends an epochal change in the
automotive sector. Artificial intelligence has enormous potential to change
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diverse areas of the automotive industry, from manufacturing and the as-
sembly process, to vehicle performance and its safety features [24]. Artificial
intelligence can help automakers develop vehicles that are more effective and
less expensive in their production[25].

The other large sector where artificial intelligence is helping a lot is the
development of self-driving vehicles. These autonomous cars are developed by
artificial intelligence algorithms which, in turn, interpret data from sensors,
cameras and other components to develop their way of driving and make the
right decision at the same time. Other areas applied to artificial intelligence
include predictive maintenance, whereby artificial intelligence technologies
are applied to the analysis of information from vehicles to identify a possible
problem long before it occurs, thus reducing downtime and increasing overall
reliability[33].

Petrol and oil companies are also using artificial intelligence in their op-
erations. The oil and gas industry is increasingly turning to artificial intel-
ligence, promising both better decision-making and better operational effi-
ciency. Artificial intelligence technologies allow companies to analyze a large
amount of information, in the area of exploration, drilling and production,
refining process. This enables precise models to make operational improve-
ments and better prediction of phenomena, such as oil reserves or the amount
produced[27, 28]. The aforementioned technology is also implemented in the
automation and optimization of refinery operations, from monitoring and
controlling crude oil flow to inventory levels to predicting equipment main-
tenance requirements, among other uses. Artificial intelligence can also be
used effectively to predict or identify potential dangers and security risks. For
example, AI-based real-time sensor data monitoring and analysis of pipeline
leaks or equipment failures[29].

Moreover, the use of artificial intelligence can support the advent of mate-
rials science. Customised AI algorithms, by contrast, can easily sort through
massive data sets looking for new materials that possess the necessary prop-
erties. In the context of synthesis and processing, the outlined approach
provides the opportunity to improve and predict methods of materials be-
haviour under different conditions. This, in turn, not only makes it a process
of discovery and development, but also enables the creation of innovative
high-performance materials that were not available, as easily perceived pre-
viously. AI can also help optimise better-designed chemical processes to
increase efficiency and reduce costs. It is said that the chemical industry will
revolutionise with the use of artificial intelligence in many of its aspects. For
example, artificial intelligence could be useful for optimising the formulation
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of chemical products. For example, it could predict the outcome of a reac-
tion and/or predict any risks or side effects resulting from the use of that
chemical[30].

AI can also be useful in the development of new catalysts for chemical
reactions, therefore increasing the pace of research and, at the end of the
day, allowing to set up a more sustainable and ecologically viable process.
Across different industries, AI has proven to bring numerous benefits to the
automotive, petroleum, material, and chemical sectors. The same includes
the improvement of the efficiency of the manufacturing processes, the sav-
ing of costs due to the process of automation, better targeting of marketing
activities, betterment of supply chain management. Just like any new tech-
nologies, the industrial applications are not a matter of exemption when it
comes to challenges arising in other normal technologies[31].

Most of the challenges associated with the integration of AI into indus-
trial applications take several forms [24], with the most relevant regarding
data availability and quality. For AI to be effective in analysis and providing
insights, the same will require lots of but structured and quality data. How-
ever, it means that data could not be in many industrial setups, whereby the
same is not structured, disaggregated, and mostly not complete to enable
functioning AI systems. Firms would need to invest in data gathering and
management processes, ensuring that the clean and reliable data exist[32].

Examples of the best success in implementing AI in the automotive indus-
try include the invention of the self-driving car. These are means of transport
bestowed with abilities for them to make decisions while in transit by incor-
porating technologies such as AI, computer vision, and machine learning
algorithms in their decision-making. Petroleum is one more area of business
where the AI successfully found its application. It found its application to
optimise the process of drilling, forecast the behaviour of the reservoir, and
so on[33].

3.3 AI applications in Finance
Technology has provided the influence through which the business practices
involved in the financial services industry have been totally revolutionised
[34]. The modern banking system has undergone numerous changes com-
pared to the traditional financial system, which was characterised by numer-
ous manual activities. This is because they use various technologies: artificial
intelligence, cloud service, virtual reality, augmented reality and now climate
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sustainability [35].

These technological advances have influenced not only the work process
within financial institutions but also how customers perceived these insti-
tutions. In practical terms, there are large financial companies that have
invested in providing a superior customer experience through tracking, per-
sonalisation and optimization of the customer journey [36]. One of them is
the emergence of robo-advisors in the field of financial technology with the
use of artificial intelligence, which is capable of engaging customers exten-
sively [37].

Artificial intelligence technology applied in data analysis has brought great
benefits to organisations dealing with large financial data. The application
of artificial intelligence in financial data analysis has greatly redefined the
way in which financial institutions undertake the process of analysing and
interpreting them. In fact, AI tools can process large volumes of financial
information faster than human ability can, providing greater precision in
analysing financial information while saving time. AI can also track patterns
and trends in financial data that humans might not notice, ensuring that
financial institutions make the best decisions and predictions[38].

The impact of artificial intelligence in the financial environments of institu-
tions has been radical through the generalisation of financial decision making.
First, AI algorithms can examine large volumes of financial data for patterns
or anomalies that would influence investment decisions. This can, therefore,
enable financial institutions to make better, data-driven investment decisions
that are less risky than errors or biases made by human decisions. This in-
forms the credit waiver decision which can, in turn, lead to a reduction in
instances of default risk and improved portfolio performance[38, 39].

One of the main areas where artificial intelligence has influenced finance
is risk management. The ability of artificial intelligence to analyse big data
and extract it, or in some cases, even identify risks or deviations, is revo-
lutionary for the world of financial risk. This helps financial institutions to
properly assess and manage different types of risk, which include, among oth-
ers, credit risk, market risk, operational risk and fraud. Artificial intelligence
techniques could allow banks to build much more complicated models that
would use many more variables, many more than would ever be possible with
manual analysis. This could really change the operational reality by isolating
problems with a much greater degree of precision and provide insights into
what the most effective ways to mitigate these risks are[40].
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For example, a case study focused on how AI technologies are imple-
mented in financial sector is portfolio management, whereby artificial intelli-
gence analyses large volumes of financial data to help optimise the investment
portfolio against established risk and return objectives[40].

Another area where artificial intelligence can be applied in the financial
sector concerns the detection and prevention of fraud. For example, it may be
that transaction data is viewed by AI algorithms to spot suspicious patterns
or anomalies to detect fraudolent activities[38].

Overall, the application of artificial intelligence in the financial sector can
go a long way in improving decision making, more appropriate risk manage-
ment and better fraud detection. The scope of artificial intelligence in the
financial sector is broad and holds great promise[40].

In summary, the arguments listed before mean that AI can boost the
financial sector in the ways described: from better, faster and more precise
data analysis to improving the practice of risk management and automating
different processes. Therefore, the use of artificial intelligence and machine
learning in the financial sector has proven to be a saviour of decision making,
risk management and the entire financial services automation process[41].

3.4 AI applications in Medicine and Health-
care

Artificial intelligence is trying to create new paradigms in the fields of health
care and medicine by developing software and tools that replicate human
cognitive functions. This technology has the potential to revolutionise health
care in several aspects: increasing patient safety, improving the efficiency of
administrative tasks, and improving predictive outcomes[42, 43].

Furthermore, another characteristic of these developments is that AI can
make predictions and categorisations related to the risk of diseases by iden-
tifying patients who may be more exposed to the risk of developing certain
diseases or adverse events and, therefore, provide guidance to clinicians to
address interventions and analyse data efficiently. Also, AI brings greater ef-
ficiency to patients and doctors by automating routine tasks, such as admin-
istration and data entry. This allows healthcare workers to spend more time
directly on patient care. Applying artificial intelligence to improve operations
within the healthcare organisation also reduces unnecessary costs[42, 44].

Moreover, the vast dataset analysed with artificial intelligence technologies
may reveal hidden patterns or trends that human doctors may not be able
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to perceive quickly enough. This can assist doctors in the fastest diagnosis
of diseases, and therefore helps in the most efficient treatment with patient
results[42, 43].

Artificial intelligence can also help in prevention by using patient infor-
mation to predict all possible health risks that have not yet appeared, thus
helping to prevent various health conditions. This functionality can help
physicians translate knowledge into evidence-based clinical decision-making
and healthcare delivery in a value-based manner to achieve better overall
quality[45]. Overall, in summary, AI is revolutionising the healthcare sector
in four key macro areas:

• Patient care

• Research

• Administrative duties

• Medical Education

Based on machine learning algorithms, the above AI-based diagnostic ap-
proaches and tools offer good prospects for several healthcare fields such as:
accurate diagnosis, precision treatment, drug development, virtual clinical
practice, disease diagnosis, prognosis and drug management, health manage-
ment and monitoring and the like. These advances have the potential to
provide personalised healthcare for patients. However, such potential ben-
efits come with ethical considerations and challenges[46]. The application
of artificial intelligence in health care involves taking into consideration the
security of patient data as the latter are considered sensitive data from a se-
curity point of view. Another disadvantage of the AI system is that it cannot
reason with "common sense" or "intuition and clinical experience" as human
doctors do[42].
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Chapter 4

Methodology

4.1 Introduction
This thesis aims to provide an overview of how efficient, correct, and promis-
ing methods based on artificial intelligence are intended to offer a way to
automatically generate diagrams for process modelling. This assessment is
done through a comparison between the respective solutions of BPMN di-
agrams developed by humans and AI models, in particular GPT-3.5 and
GPT-4.0.

This work therefore establishes an important baseline by placing impor-
tance on developing capabilities in the technical and creative domain for AI
by closely comparing the results of AI-generated outputs with human-created
solutions.

The strategy was sequential through iterative understanding and develop-
ment rather than simple comparison. These were part of improving the input
requests of this study, understanding that early AI trials can sometimes be
mediocre, but their effective deployment is part of achieving maximum AI
efficiency. This iterative process improved the quality of the diagrams pro-
duced by the AI and provided deeper insight into the specifics of how the AI
learns and can be adaptive in technical jobs.

4.2 Background and Literature Review
As anticipated in previous chapters, BPMN diagrams play a fundamental
role in communicating business processes within an organisation. Business
analysts primarily use it to communicate business processes to developers
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and stakeholders, trying to ensure a better and easier understanding of how
the processes work. Evaluation criteria for BPMN diagrams are important
as they help ensure the quality and effectiveness of these diagrams. The open
research question would be how to evaluate the quality and effectiveness of
BPMN diagrams in practice[47], and to have the ability to demonstrate that
two structurally different diagrams are behaviorally the same.

Therefore, to answer this question, experts and professionals in the field
in question have proposed different evaluation criteria for BPMN diagrams
from the point of view of clarity, effectiveness, correctness and completeness.
This section will discuss several ways to evaluate BPMN diagrams.

One approach employed to measure the equivalence of diagrams would be
through mathematical techniques. These techniques can be used even if the
diagrams examined may have structural differences but also to analyse the
underlying behaviour and logic of BPMN diagrams. Their purpose is mainly
to determine whether two or more diagrams are functionally equivalent, re-
gardless of their structural differences[48]. These techniques include:

1. The definition of the evaluation criteria

2. The establishment of formal relationships

3. The verification of the transitivity and equivalence properties

4. The equivalence check

In order for two processes to be considered equivalent it becomes neces-
sary to outline the specific conditions that must be satisfied. This is done by
providing mathematical definitions for each type of equivalence and describ-
ing structural and behavioural details. Mathematical notations and struc-
tures are essential tools in representing Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) processes. Using mathematical models it is possible to make ac-
curate and precise evaluations of processes, ensuring efficient and effective
implementation. The verification of transitivity and equivalence properties
is necessary to guarantee the coherence and reliability of BPMN diagrams
[49].

In these steps, mathematical proofs are used to formally demonstrate the
transitivity and equivalence properties of these diagrams. In addition, sev-
eral mathematical methods, such as automata theory, process algebra, and
Petri Nets, can be used to check the equivalence of BPMN diagrams and
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process equivalence checking. This helps to compare different process repre-
sentations and systematically compare them to identify any inconsistencies
or differences in their behaviour[49].

Another way to evaluate BPMN diagrams is to evaluate their appropri-
ateness. This occurs through the workflow process, which is composed of
control flow, data flow and resource capabilities. This type of analysis aims
to highlight the strengths of BPMN, the weaknesses and the adequacy of
BPMN, thus ensuring a complete evaluation.

The Workflow Pattern is a set of general, repeatable constructs that were
originally created to evaluate workflow systems but can now also be applied
to evaluate workflow standards and business process languages. In these
constructs three different perspectives are presented.

The first is the control flow perspective, which makes a general evaluation
of the key parts of the diagram, such as tasks, gateways, order of events.
Through this model it is possible to evaluate how precisely the typical parts
of the control flow can be described, thus evaluating the effectiveness of the
process modelling [50].

Another perspective that can be distinguished is the data perspective,
which, as can be deduced from the name itself, has to do with the construction
of data. These constructs are classified into different models, which include
data visibility and data transfer. Using this perspective to evaluate process
models helps you better understand the definition and use of data in a process
context.

Lastly, the resource perspective focuses on evaluating aspects of resources,
which include elements like pools and lanes. In this way, it is assessed whether
resource-related characteristics are reflected well in process modelling dia-
grams [50].

4.3 Study Design
The core of this research consists of a set of exam papers taken from the
final exams of the Information Systems course part of the Master’s degree in
Management Engineering at Politecnico di Torino, covering the years 2017
through 2022. These exercises, which range in difficulty and necessitate solu-
tions for both BPMN diagrams, were carefully selected to provide a thorough
assessment. The final papers were supplied in a ZIP file by the course teacher
and provide a solid foundation for examining modeling capabilities in both
AI models and human specialists.
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The study started with a systematic approach to tackle each exercise. It
began by focusing on BPMN diagrams and identifying crucial elements such
as processes, gateways, flows, pools, and lanes. The tool utilized for BPMN
diagram construction during this phase was BPMN.io. The process started
with a thorough understanding and modeling phase and gradually became
more efficient and proficient in diagram construction.

The exercises were solved using advanced GPT-3.5 and GPT-4.0 AI mod-
els that have highly sophisticated natural language processing and genera-
tion capabilities. To do this, each exercise was inserted into these AI systems
using standardized prompts that closely resembled the instructions and in-
formation provided during the human exercise-solving phase. The resulting
AI-generated outputs were then gathered and organized for a thorough com-
parison with the solutions generated by humans.

During the study, an iterative refinement procedure was applied, particu-
larly for the AI-generated solutions, to accommodate the possibility of early
errors or defects. This involved adjusting the input prompts based on pre-
liminary outputs, expanding the context provided, and refining instructions
to steer the AI towards generating more accurate and contextually relevant
diagrams. Each iteration was meticulously documented, recording the alter-
ations made and their impact on the quality of the AI-generated diagrams.
This procedure was critical in assessing the AI’s adaptability and learning
progress in challenging diagram production tasks. This thesis aims to com-
pare human and artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities in generating BPMN
(Business Process Model and Notation) diagrams. The purpose is to high-
light the potential efficiencies and challenges associated with using AI for
complex diagram generation tasks. It also shows the iterative nature of ob-
taining refined AI-generated outputs by detailing each phase, ranging from
exercise selection to final diagram generation and iterative refinement.

To conclude, there are four main steps (presented in Figure 4.1) to follow
when tackling an exercise: exercise selection and preparation, human solution
generation, AI solution generation, and iterative refinement. These steps
involve carefully selecting and preparing for the exercise, coming up with a
solution through human and AI input, and refining the solution through a
collaborative iterative process.
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1 - Exercise

Preparation and

Selection

2 - Human Solution

Generation

3 - AI Solution

Generation

4 - Iterative

Refinement

5 - Evaluation

Figure 4.1. Evaluation Process

4.4 Prompt Design
ChatGPT and LLM distinguish themselves by being able to generate re-
sponses in the manner of a human. Another aspect is the model’s ability
to respond to subsequent queries while preserving a logical flow when new
requests are introduced. Regardless of this characteristic, the most difficult
task was directing the model to provide the correct answer based on the
inquiry, rather than an answer that was, in technical terms, hallucinative.

This section will describe how, after multiple efforts, it was feasible to
identify the right question to obtain the correct response. Firstly, it is nec-
essary to explain the idea of Prompt Engineering in order to comprehend
this reasoning. Prompt Engineering consists of a collection of methods and
strategies that are used to design, write, and optimise the commands pro-
vided to the LLM, or "prompts," so that the user receives an answer from the
model that is accurate not only in terms of the construct but also in terms
of factual, concrete, and repeatable content. Experts in the industry have
attempted to establish various approaches by considering the aforementioned
facts in order to produce a prompt that is as precise as possible[51, 52].

In the context of this study, the goal of prompt design was to repeatedly try
and adjust the prompt so that the response provided was the most pertinent
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one. First, the goal was for GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 to be able to construct the
BPMN diagram using the BPMN 2.0 formalism, given the primary problem
and the graphical specifics. Thus, in addition to testing the model’s logical
analysis, the capacity of the latter to produce the final diagram with a graphic
representation via an XML file was also sought after.

The GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 models’ databases are trained in the inter-
net database. Having stated that, one job of the prompt was to direct the
database search for knowledge specific to the subject. This is a rule that
ought to apply when the response to be gleaned by probing the model is
likewise domain-specific. Conversely, the response that was given would be
untrue. The prompts also need to follow the proper format, be precise, ex-
plicit, and use clear language. In reference to the final principle, examples
may be included in the prompts if needed.

The prompts can be classified as few-shot or zero-shot prompts depending
on how many examples are provided to the models from the initial query.
Few-shot prompts require some examples in order to provide a more accurate
and helpful response, while, on the other hand, zero-shot prompts do not
require any examples.

Many experts in the field agree on the fact that prompt perfection is a
repeated process. AI models benefit from all of the previously described
ideas since they provide a distinct domain context. Artificial intelligence is
able to produce a more precise, tangible, and specialised response based on
the knowledge domain by better comprehending the user’s input and the
inquiry’s goal[52].

4.4.1 Prompt Development Process for BPMN Dia-
grams

The so-called GPEI methodology is one of the approaches employed in this
study. The GPEI methodology stands for Goal Prompt Evaluation Iteration.
It is a four-step process that includes defining a goal, designing the prompt,
evaluating the answer, and iterating to achieve an adequate response[52].

As previously stated, the process of fine-tuning the prompt is iterative,
even within the particular context of the study under consideration. Observ-
ing how the responses produced by GPT 4.0 and GPT 3.5 would alter as
the prompt changed dynamically and how its capacity to produce responses
altered is another factor, in addition to the previously mentioned ones. It
is also fascinating to discover how, as the model learns more from the first
prompt, the final response becomes more specific.
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Figure 4.2. GPEI Methodology, Source:[52]

Figure 4.3 shows the initial prompt used to interrogate AI models:

Figure 4.3. Initial Prompt

This question contains many mistakes in itself, being that it is very vague
and the question leaves room for guesswork. The response of GPT 3.5 was
a textual representation in which only a logical flow of the problem could
be distinguished, but nothing more. This is because the question did not
contain anything more specific.

As can be seen from Figure 4.4, the initial prompt failed to provide reliable
results. For this reason, the second attempt was to transform the above for-
mat into XML format (being that the BPMN diagram modeling tool accepts
the BPMN format). In this part, both the GPT 3.5 model and the GPT 4.0
model were not able to create a complete XML file, leading to unsuccessful
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Figure 4.4. Textual Representation of solutions generated by GPT 3.5

file uploads.
Another strategy that was followed was as follows:

1. Feed AI with the format of a BPMN diagram

2. Feed Problem Description

3. Solution Generation

The GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 models performed slightly better in this case,
as evidenced by the ability to view the diagram during file loading, despite
the gaps and non-continuous sections that separated the sections. Separating
the components of the answer was another approach. Since there was a limit
to the code generation, the GPT 3.5 and 4.0 models were asked to divide the
answer into multiple parts. However, even in this situation, neither model
was able to produce consistent answers between them, indicating a limit of
the GPT models concerning graphical representation.

The goal of every stage, from creating the prompt to improving it, is to
make sure that all of the responses are consistent. The foregoing attempts
were utterly ineffective and produced no reliable outcomes, thus a full strat-
egy change was necessary. Another tactic was to ask the model to identify
pools, lanes, processes, and gateways logically and descriptively, and then to
have these diagrams built by hand using the guidelines provided by the GPT
3.5 and 4.0 models, given the obvious limitations of these models in creating
diagrams in XML format.

Figure 4.5 summarizes the different steps used to refine the prompt:
After having analysed and fine-tuned the prompt engineering process, the

last prompt is the following:
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Figure 4.5. Prompt Refinement

Figure 4.6. Final Prompt

This prompt was common to both GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 models. The
reason for this choice is the fact that one of the objectives of the thesis was
to analyse the limits of the two models. Starting from the same prompt,
the goal was to assess how do the capacity and ability of the two models to
generate correct answers differ, and what would the differences be between
human-generated and AI-generated diagrams. A preliminary expected first
result was that, starting from the same data and prompt, GPT 4.0 would
normally have better performance in generating diagrams in comparison to
GPT 3.5.

Regardless of the final prompt, based on the complexity of the problem
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description, AI was not always able to give a final answer. When the problem
was very complex, there was a need for some integrative information in the
form of instructions.

What was expected from the AI models as a response to the prompt was
to be able to create a logical sequence of all the included events, starting
from the start point, processes, gateways, pools, lanes, message flows, and
endpoints. Unlike GPT 3.5, GPT 4.0 showed a more specific knowledge
domain regarding the BPMN 2.0 formalism because, among the events, it
managed to connect the icon that had to be placed in the diagrams.

The hypothesis of this study was the fact that GPT 4.0 should perform
better than GPT 3.5 in creating the logical sequence and, as a consequence,
give a more accurate and complete diagram than GPT 3.5, taking into ac-
count that it is a model trained on a larger amount of data. This was the
reason why the same prompt was used in both models: to test the hypothesis
that, starting from the same prompt, GPT 4.0 can create a better response
than GPT 3.5 and manage to generate diagrams that are comparable to
human-generated ones, and to assess whether AI can generate or assist hu-
mans in generating BPMN diagrams.

4.5 Evaluation Methodology

4.5.1 Evaluation Criteria
An important part of the study in question was also the methodology for the
evaluation and interpretation of the results. After refining the final prompt,
for each exam paper, the GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 models were able to generate
a logical sequence of all the constituent components of the diagram, and
then these diagrams were constructed by the student conducting this thesis
following these instructions.

Once all diagrams were completed, there was a need to evaluate, for each
exam paper, the human-built diagram, the GPT 3.5-built diagram, and the
GPT 4.0-built diagram to compare them with the solutions.

The final objective of this thesis was to verify if AI models were able to
create comparable results and, if so, if they managed to outperform human-
generated diagrams.

To carry out this evaluation, it was necessary to determine the evaluation
criteria. In this case, the evaluation criteria were focused on two specific
groups:
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1. Syntactic Evaluation

2. Appropriateness Evaluation

Syntactic evaluation deals with the accuracy of the symbols used in the
diagrams generated by the three actors about the symbols, language, and
syntax of the BPMN 2.0 formalism. This assessment is also the simplest to
make from a practical point of view since these errors are observable more
objectively and rationally.

As mentioned in the previous sections, for example, from the behavioural
side, two diagrams can have different structures but be correct, while in this
case,part of the evaluation is only the diagram’s accordance with the symbols
and the language of the formalism.

Another criterion for evaluating the diagrams was appropriateness. This
was done through the WorkFlow Pattern (which was explained in section 4.2),
and the evaluation was based on the perspective of control flow and resource
flow. In this way, a general comparative evaluation of the basic parts of
diagrams, pools, and lanes as resources was made.

The reason why only these criteria were used and not other criteria such as
practical and semantic was because, firstly, being exam papers for academic
use and not necessarily presenting a genuine business project, it is difficult
to understand from a comparative perspective if a diagram is more accurate
from the semantic point of view. Another reason is the lack of tools and
professional expertise to perform such an analysis.

4.5.2 Evaluation Process
The evaluation process was built up in several specific steps:

1. Creating a directory for each problem with the solution provided by the
professor and the solutions from the three actors (human, GPT 3.5 and
GPT 4.0)

2. Definition of the scoring system

3. Evaluation of appropriateness of all diagrams, for each exercise and each
actor

4. Syntactit evaluation of all diagrams

5. Construction of the matrix of final results, one for the assessment of
appropriateness and one for the assessment of syntax errors.
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The first step was the simplest. For simplicity and practicality reasons,
different folders had to be created and divided according to the number of
exam papers, each of which contained the solution given by the professor
of the Information Systems course and the solution to the exercises by each
actor included in this study.

The second step consisted of defining the scoring system regarding the
evaluation of the appropriateness of each diagram. This was done by agree-
ment, taking into account all cases in the study. First of all, the assessment
of appropriateness was carried out from two perspectives:

1. Resource perspective: in this section, it is verified if the pools and lanes
defined in the solutions of the exercises are coherent with the real solution
of the exercise

2. The perspective of control flow: in this section, it is verified if the basic
parts of the diagram (such as start events, tasks, gateways, timer events,
and end events) are present in the solutions, as well as from the logical
side if the order of presentation of the events conforms to the description
of the initial problem.

A matrix containing the main information was built as follows:
As can be clearly seen from the above table, the "conditions" column is

composed of all the main parts of the problem solution. In this way, by means
of a scoring system, it is determined whether the human-created diagram is
coherent and contains these parts or not.

After some reflection, the scoring system was decided as follows:

’1’ - Correct
’0.5’: Partially correct
’0’: Incorrect or inexistent

Table 4.1. Scoring System

Thus, three different cases can be distinguished:

• Index 1 means that the component in the diagram solved by one of the
actors (human, GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0) is the same as in the correct
solution

• Index 0.5 means that the component in the diagram solved by one of the
actors (human, GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0) is not the same as in the correct
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Figure 4.7. Matrix of Evaluation Criteria

solution but is close enough, by having a partially correct definition or
by belonging to a different pool

• Index 0 means that the component in the diagram solved by one of the
actors (human, GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0) is not the same as in the correct
solution, in the sense that it is either incorrect or it does not exist at all

The final matrix takes this form:
For each condition, in each row and in each column as an actor, an index

between 1, 0.5, or 0 was determined. This was done repeatedly for the entire
exercise set, consisting of 19 exercises.

On the other hand, regarding syntax evaluation, the approach was very
straightforward. The evaluation process was done with a tool provided by the
Department of Computer Engineering, and in this way, the syntax problems
for each diagram were quantitatively detected.

The syntax errors that were evaluated are presented in Table 4.2:
The results are reported in the format show in Table 4.5.2 and were re-

peated for all 19 exercises:
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Figure 4.8. Final Matrix

Error Type Error Description
No implicit split A task having more than one outgoing flow
superfluous-gateway A gateway having only one outgoing and one incoming

flow
single-start-event A pool/process having more than one start event
end-event-required A pool/process having zero end events
start-event-required A pool/process having zero start events
no-implicit-end An element not having an outgoing sequence flow that

eventually leads to an end event
no-implicit-start An element not having an incoming sequence flow that

has the start event as root
no-duplicate-sequence-flows A pair of elements being connected by multiple sequence

flows
fake-join A task having more than one incoming sequence flow
no-gateway-join-fork An exclusive gateway having multiple incoming and out-

going flows at the same time
boundary-event-task-flow A task with a boundary event not having a regular out-

going sequence flow
no-disconnected An element having no sequence flow
no-incorrect-outgoing-message-flow A message flow starting from an element that cannot

send messages (e.g. a user task)
no-bpmndi An element missing its visual representation information

in the XML structure

Table 4.2. Syntax Errors
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Exam paper Actor Syntax Errors
Exam Paper No. 1 Human Number of human syntax errors
Exam Paper No. 1 GPT 3.5 Number of GPT 3.5 syntax errors
Exam Paper No. 1 GPT 4.0 Number of GPT 4.0 syntax errors

Table 4.3. Reporting format for syntax errors found in the diagrams

To assess the suitability of a small number of exercises, the same student
who solved the problems carried out the evaluation. Firstly, the candidate
solved the exercises, then the BPMN diagrams were solved by GPT 3.5 and
GPT 4.0, uploaded to the BPMN.io application, and evaluated by the same
student. The appropriateness evaluation was manual and was recorded on a
sheet, while the syntactic evaluation was automated.

4.5.3 Sample Evaluation
This section will present a few examples of evaluated diagrams, to understand
how the evaluation criteria were applied in this particular case.

The following problem requires building a BPMN diagram to build an
IT system that helps travelers, tourists, and healthcare institutions manage
testing during the pandemic. The system, using the personal data recorded
by travelers/tourists, records the destination and method of travel and gen-
erates a unique code. The traveler/tourist must communicate this code upon
arrival at the health facility and undergo the rapid test. On the other hand,
the system also offers the functionality of recording the test result. Let’s see
concretely how the three actresses behaved in generating the diagrams.

In the following case, it can be seen that the appropriateness evaluation
criteria have been applied by assessing pools and lanes as elements as the first
step. It can be observed that there are two pools in this problem: Travel and
User Registration, as well as three lanes: User Registration, Employee and
Registered User. In Figure 4.9, the solution to the problem was compared to
the student’s solution.

Considering the differences between the two variants, the evaluation ac-
curacy scores were assigned as shown in Figure 4.10:

Overall, considering only pools and lanes as elements, the human-generated
diagram is correct, and therefore, when the conditions are correct, the index
1 (i.e., 100% correct) is assigned. The only difference is between the trip pool
(provided by the solution) and the route pool (provided by human-generated
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Figure 4.9. Solution Vs. Human

Figure 4.10. Evaluation Scores Human vs. Solutions

solution). These notions, in fact, are not entirely equivalent to each other,
and since the definition can be misleading, it is therefore partially correct.
For this reason, it was assigned 0.5 points.

The solutions performed by the GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 models, as can
be seen from Figure 4.11, were different from each other, since both mod-
els conceptualize the problem differently. At first glance, both AI-generated
diagrams contain both pools and lanes with different names, but it was nec-
essary to understand whether these names represented the same entity from
the functional side when compared to the reference solution.

For example, in the solution implemented by the GPT 3.5 model, Pool
’Traveller’ and ’User Registration’ are considered in the traveler pool. This
is considered partially correct because both ’Traveler’ and ’User Registra-
tion’ represent two different entities in the solution. From a functional point
of view, however, the lane called ’Trip Registration’ is the same as ’User
Registration’, and the ’Health Screening’ lane is the same as ’Employee’, so
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Figure 4.11. GPT 3.5 GPT 4.0 vs Solution

they can be considered correct. In the solution implemented by the GPT
4.0 model, however, the ’Trip’ pool does not exist, and neither does the
’Registered User’ pool. For this reason, they were assigned a 0 score.

Thus, the final points of the evaluation of pools and lanes in this exercise
were as follows:

Figure 4.12. Final Scores
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As can be observed, the human actor performed better than AI models,
while the unexpected fact is that the GPT 3.5 model performed better than
the GPT 4.0 model as it gave partially correct answers, managing to identify
the main parts of the diagram. Instead, the diagram generated by GPT 4.0
had two incorrect parts, resulting in a lower overall score.

The same evaluation logic was used for the parts of the process and the
order of events.

4.5.4 Statistical Methods
Another key part of this thesis is the statistical methods. After analyzing
all the exam papers and evaluating them by assigning the final scores, a
summary table was created with all the results. The statistical analyzes
were carried out independently, one for the syntactic evaluation and one for
the adequacy evaluation. This was done in two main stages:

1. Data preparation

2. Statistical analysis of the data

Before carrying out statistical analysis, the data must first be in an ap-
propriate format.

The appropriateness evaluation dataset after the final score assignment
was presented in the format below:

Figure 4.13. Structure of the appropriateness evaluation dataset for each exercise

For each actor, the respective percentage for each case, that is whether the
answer was correct, partially correct, or incorrect, is reported. This dataset
was not optimal, as analysing each combination of response type (correct,
partially correct, or incorrect) and actor (human, GPT 3.5, and GPT 4.0)
would have become too complicated and time-consuming.

The purpose of the thesis was to analyse the total performance of different
actors. For this reason, to facilitate the process of studying the data, a
total weighted average for each actor to obtain the total overall score was
computed, using the following formula:
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• Weighted Human Score =(1*Correct) +(0.5*Partly Correct) )+ (0*In-
correct)

• Weighted GPT 3.5 Score =(1*Correct) + (0.5*Partly Correct) + (0*In-
correct)

• Weighted GPT 4.0 Score =(1*Correct) + (0.5*Partly Correct) + (0*In-
correct)

This way, the dataset took the following final form:

Figure 4.14. Final evaluation dataset

With the data in this format, the next step was to perform syntactic
analysis of the data. To achieve this goal, two analyses were used.

1. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and t-test for the evaluation of adequacy

2. Analysis of variance for the syntactic evaluation

The t-test is a statistical test that determines whether two samples from
the same population have the same mean. In this case, since the same data
variable (the exercises) was common to the three actors (human, GPT 3.5,
and 4.0), the paired t-test was the appropriate test to test the hypothesis of
whether being human or one of the AI models would perform better, based on
accuracy scores. The t-test was run twice, a t-test comparing the performance
of Human vs. GPT 3.5 and another t-test to compare the performance of
Human vs. GPT 4.0.

Another statistical test used was Analysis of Variance, commonly referred
to as ANOVA. ANOVA is a statistical method that can be used to compare
the means of three or more samples to determine whether at least one sample
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is different from the others. Additionally, the analysis tests the null hypoth-
esis that all group means are the same against the alternative hypothesis
that at least one group mean is different. Depending on the variables to be
studied, there are different types of analysis of variance.

In this particular case, single-factor ANOVA, which takes into account an
independent variable (exercises) to evaluate whether at least the mean of
one group is different from the others, was adopted. ANOVA analysis was
used to compare the syntactic performance, but also the adequacy between
the three actors. The main reason why this test was performed at the end
(after the t-tests) was to have a more accurate statistical result, since the
biggest limitation of the t-tests is that they must be performed between pairs
of groups, thus increasing the risk of type I error (false positive). In this way,
the possibility of obtaining inaccurate results by performing this additional
test was mitigated.

4.5.5 Limitations of the Evaluation Methodology
The selected methodology for the evaluation has some limitations that can
be detected, with these limitations being of two different types:

1. Potential biases

2. Constraints

The first type of limitation is related to observer biases. These biases can
occur at any phase of the research, starting from the research, the choice of
exercises to be analysed and lastly, the evaluation phase. Since this study
was conducted primarily by one student, it raises further the potential risk
of this type of bias. The rationale after this observation is that it deals with
cases when a researcher’s expectations or biases influence what he or she
perceives and records in a study. Under these circumstances, this potential
bias was mitigated by using different data sources to verify the authenticity
of the results. Also necessary were the periodic checks and supervision with
the supervisors of this scientific research and the continuous agreement to
verify and guarantee the coherence between the results and the strategies
followed in this course.

Another type of limitation are constraints that directly influence the evalu-
ation process, with diagram complexity, the limited competence of the human
solver, and the scoring system as examples. Other exercises with a different
level of complexity may have yielded different results from all three actors,
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for example. Another issue comes from the fact that the human actor was
a single student, and her knowledge on solving BPMN modeling exercises
limits the results, as more or less skilled human solvers may have obtained
different results. Lastly, the scoring system used to evaluate adequacy made
use of three scores, but there may have been more detailed ranges of grades to
adopt, considering the wide set of anomalies and errors that could be present
in the diagrams.
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

This chapter is primarily focused on presenting the raw data and findings
from the study, with the Discussion section presenting an interpretation of
these results.

5.1 Results
In this section, the results of the statistical analysis will be presented. As
mentioned in the methodology section, two types of statistical analysis, t-test
and analysis of variance, ANOVA, were used in this study.

The t-test was used to statistically analyse the accuracy scores and was
used twice, once comparing the human actor with GPT 3.5, and then with
GPT 4.0.

t-test results comparing humans vs. GPT 3.5 are shown in Figure 5.2:
From the results of the t-test comparing the performance of Human versus

GPT 3.5 the mean average (as percentage) was found to be 0.86 for humans
and 0.60 for GPT 3.5. The variance in the accuracy percentages was 0.01296
for human generated solutions and 0.01547 for GPT 3.5. The number of
exercises analysed in this t-test (observations) were 19. The Pearson Cor-
relation coefficient between the Human and GPT 3.5 accuracy percentages
resulted equal to 0.2914, indicating a low positive correlation between the
two sets of scores. The degrees of freedom for this t-test was 18, and is found
as the number of paired observations minus 1. T-statistic value was approxi-
mately 8.0659, and it is the value used to test the hypothesis. The one-tailed
p-value was 1.9003e-07, indicating a very low probability of observing such
a t-statistic if the null hypothesis were true (no difference in means). The
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Figure 5.1. t-test Human vs GPT 3.5

two-tailed p-value was 2.18005e-07, which was also extremely low. The crit-
ical t-value for a one-tailed test at alpha level of 0.05 was 1.7340, while the
critical t-value for a two-tailed test at the same alpha level was 2.1009.

Furthermore, the t-test results comparing Human vs. GPT 4.0 perfor-
mance were as the following:

From the results of the t-test comparing the performance of Human versus
GPT 4.0 the mean average (as percentage) was found to be 0.86 for humans
and 0.59 for GPT 4.0. The variance in the accuracy percentages was 0.01296
for human generated solutions and 0.01690 for GPT 4.0. The number of exer-
cises analysed in this t-test (observations) were 19. The Pearson Correlation
coefficient between the Human and GPT 4.0 accuracy percentages resulted
equal to 0.1859, indicating a low positive correlation between the two sets
of scores. The degrees of freedom for this t-test was 18. T-statistic value
was approximately 7.4884, and it is the value used to test the hypothesis.
The one-tailed p-value was 3.0996E-07, indicating a very low probability of
observing such a t-statistic if the null hypothesis were true (no difference in
means). The two-tailed p-value was approximately 6.1993E-07, also suggest-
ing a low probability.The two-tailed p-value was 2.18005e-07, which was also
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Figure 5.2. t-test Human vs GPT 3.5

extremely low. The critical t-value for a one-tailed test at alpha level of 0.05
was 1.7340, while the critical t-value for a two-tailed test at the same alpha
level was 2.1009, the same as the ones registered before.

Additionally, analysis of variance was performed with the data sets ob-
tained from accuracy scores and syntax errors.

Results of ANOVA analysis based on the data of accuracy scores are pre-
sented in Figure 5.3:

The group statistics registered respectively 19 exercises with an average
accuracy of 0.8639 and variance of 0.01296 for human generated solutions,
19 exercises with an average accuracy of 0.6010 and variance of 0.01547 for
GPT 3.5 generated solutions and 19 exercises with an average accuracy of
0.5958 and variance of 0.01906 for GPT 4.0 generated solutions. The sum
of squares (SS) between groups with 2 degrees of freedom (df), was 0.8933
with a mean square (MS) of 0.4466. In the meanwhile, the SS within groups
with 54 degrees of freedom (df) was 0.8162 that resulted in a MS of 0.0151.
The F-statistic was 29.5485. The p-value associated with the F-statistic was
2.14517e-09 and the critical value of F for this test at the alpha level of 0.05
was 3.1628.

The results of the ANOVA analysis regarding the syntax error data are
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Figure 5.3. Anova Analysis Accuracy scores

displayed in Figure 5.4:

Figure 5.4. ANOVA analysis syntax errors.

The minimum, 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile, and maximum values
provide a five-number summary of the residuals which are found as the differ-
ences between observed and predicted values. The range of residuals indicate
the spread of the errors around the predicted values. The estimate for ’GPT
3.5 vs Human’ is 0.765, which suggests that the mean value of ’Syntax Er-
rors’ for GPT 3.5 is 0.7665 units higher than that of the human. Instead, the
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estimate for ’GPT 4.0 vs Human’ is -0.22807, suggesting that the mean of
GPT 4.0 is 0.22807 units lower than that of human. The residual standard
error is 2.096 on 54 degrees of freedom, giving a measure of the spread of the
residuals. The R-squared value is 0.0155, and it suggests that approximately
only 1.55 % of the variability in syntax errors is explained by the actor factor.
The adjusted R-squared value is 0.1250. The F-statistic is 0.3156 on 2 and
54 degrees of freedom while the p-value associated with it is 0.7307, and it is
much higher than the alpha level of 0.05.

5.2 Discussion
After analyzing the data, it is clear that the performance of the three actresses
included in this study is different. At the beginning of this study, a central
null hypothesis was presented:

’The performance of the three actors(human, GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0) in
the study is the same, which implies that there is no difference in perfor-
mance.’

After the statistical analysis, it was clear that humans performed better
than the GPT models regarding accuracy scores. The surprising part is that,
from the ANOVA analysis for syntax errors, the GPT 3.5 model had a better
mean score than the human one. However, the null hypothesis was rejected
as the p-value was lower than the conventional alpha of 0.05.

The nature of this work was experimental, meaning that all the initial ex-
pectations were that the human model and the GPT model would have the
same performance. Conversely, the results showed the opposite; at the mo-
ment, the GPT models cannot generate the most accurate diagram of those
generated by human beings as students or experts in the sector. With the
rapid development of artificial intelligence, the AI generation of BPMN dia-
grams remains an open research question. Unfortunately, no proof or other
scientific articles have been tried to address this aspect, and only research
describes the process of adapting the technology to this process.

This study itself presented two different aspects, being that if, on the one
hand, it can be used as scientific evidence in the field of generating diagrams,
on the other hand, there are limitations. One of the strong points is the data
set and its diversity. Since the problem descriptions used were exam papers
used to test the student’s knowledge, they presented a complex nature in
terms of thinking and logic. This made it possible to test the AI models’
thinking capacity since each problem description offered to the model was
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different and had different degrees of difficulty. This could explain the low
accuracy scores. Another strong point of the methodology was its iterative
nature, subject to continuous improvements.

On the other hand, the study design and methodology had various lim-
itations. The first and most important limitation is that only one student
solved the human-generated diagrams. This is a critical limitation since hu-
man performance is mainly based on a person’s knowledge, which can often
be guided by subjective reasoning. Secondly, the other limitation is that the
AI models could not generate the graphic representation of the diagram di-
rectly but could only reproduce the logic part and the graphic construction
was done by the student conducting this dissertation work. The open ques-
tion would be to define the level of the margin of human error in the graphic
contextualization of the diagrams and their evaluation.

Future research can be channelled in several directions to address the
abovementioned limitations. First, from the technology suitability side, a
preliminary process of model training in specific knowledge of BPMN no-
tations and knowledge regarding the generation of the graphic part can be
considered. This would be challenging since the work would have to be di-
rected on three main fronts:

• training the model for BPMN notations

• training the model to generate XML files that contain the graphic side

• training the model to reason logically, accurately and compliant with
the above requirements

In addition to the variety of problem descriptions or scenarios, the devel-
opment of this study with more students can be considered in an attempt to
reduce potential bias.

This study’s feature and contribution is that it tries to provide an empirical
test of a research question that currently lacks direct scientific evidence.
BPMN diagrams are an essential part of process modelling, and this study
focused on the possibility that AI models could serve as an aid to the domain
experts who construct these diagrams; why not their automatic creation,
helping to automate this process in an AI-driven way.

BPMN diagrams are part of the business analysis of every business. How-
ever, AI automation in creating these diagrams would also bring some ethi-
cal concerns related to the use of the technology. The first and most crucial
concern is data security and privacy. Business processes are subject to a
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high level of privacy since, often, the way a company gains a competitive
advantage over another is influenced by the way it manages and optimizes
processes. Giving AI access to analyzing processes and then generating dia-
grams would have a significant impact if there was not maximum security in
data protection.

On the other hand, other concerns may be related to bias, fairness, ex-
plainability, and transparency in these models. The fact that AI models are
trained from internet-based data means that there is a possibility that they
carry biases in this data. On the other hand, AI models are built from a set
of algorithms that are not accessible by the user; in these cases, there is no
transparency in the process of generating the answer. These two concerns are
directly related to whether businesses should trust the results and diagrams
generated.

This research work brought out a difficulty which was not foreseen in the
generation of diagrams. The biggest challenge was that the AI models could
not generate the graphical representation of the diagrams, and the generated
XML files were not coherent and consistent. This required the adaptation of
a new methodology, highlighting this limit of AI models.
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Chapter 6

Evaluations

6.1 Evaluation of AI-generated diagrams
In this section, the results and quality of the diagrams constructed by the
GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 models, as well as the differences between them, will be
comprehensively analysed and interpreted. Two interpretations will be made
taking into account three different points of view: quality of the diagrams,
adherence to standards and usability and interpretability.

To begin with, regarding the quality of the diagrams created by AI mod-
els, the biggest problem and challenge faced is the fact that the models were
not always able to capture the key components and relationships described
in the problem statements. What was observed was that when the prob-
lems had a complex structure or contained a lot of information within it, the
models were not accurate in generating an optimal answer, but it was neces-
sary to provide additional information to generate an answer. Naturally this
activity was a time consuming task. As demonstrated by the empirical ap-
propriateness evaluation data, in relation to problem solving, the AI models
were respectively able to capture approximately 60% of the main aspects of
the requested problem.

Qualitatively, the diagrams generated from the GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0
models had some substantial differences between them. If it was to judge the
complexity of the diagrams, certainly the diagrams generated by GPT 3.5
were simpler than those generated by GPT 4.0. This is also expected since
GPT 4.0 is trained on a larger dataset and its specific domain knowledge may
be greater. But what was not expected was that the diagrams generated by
GPT 3.5 would be more syntactically correct than those generated by GPT
4.0. In the final results, the GPT 3.5 model had a total of 33 errors across
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all exercises compared to the 43 errors in GPT 4.0, a significant difference.
An important point to underline is that, when using the term diagrams

generated by artificial intelligence models, the actual meaning is a textual
representation that contains the logical sequence of activities. The actual
diagram was constructed by humans as the AI models were unable to generate
an adequate graphical representation.

From a logical point of view, it can be said that both models succeeded
in producing a logical sequence. GPT 3.5 was successful in maintaining
the logical sequence between tasks in most cases, although these solutions
had missing parts and the model was unable to include all aspects of the
diagram. For example, in most cases, the GPT 3.5 model rarely (almost
never) identified more than one pool of a generated solution and even message
flows. In most cases this was a limitation of the model. Another limitation
was the fact that the model was often able to identify multiple lanes, but in
the final solution it was not able to identify any part of the process belonging
to a specific lane or pool, as can be seen from Figure 6.1. This limitation
constituted a fairly frequent error too, as the model apparently was unable
to maintain consistency with the generated solution.

Figure 6.1. Diagram generated from model GPT 3.5
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In contrast to the 3.5 model, the 4.0 model had difficulty maintaining se-
quential logical coherence between tasks, processes, and flows. The 4.0 model
was able to identify message flows and pools in most cases, but sometimes did
not provide the source and destination activity of this flow. The interesting
thing was that when the user queried it again, perhaps asking for additional
information, instead of integrating the missing part, GPT 4.0 often lost the
logical flow with the previously generated response. Again, this operation
constituted a time-consuming task as well as a limitation of the 4.0 model.
Figure 6.2 presents an example of this situation, with a message collection
event but no corresponding message generating event present in the diagram.

Figure 6.2. Diagram generated from model GPT 4.0

Regarding the concept of adherence to standards, both models adapt to
the BPMN 2.0 standards to some extent. An important role in this part is
also played by the student who constructed the diagrams, since apart from
the final suggestion, sometimes the models needed additional instructions
and guidance to generate an optimal response compliant with the standards.
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Some of the most frequent logical errors made by AI models when gener-
ating diagrams are shown in Figure 6.1:

Table 6.1. Most common logical errors found in the GPT-made diagrams

GPT 3.5 GPT 4.0
No message flows No explicit message flows
No timer events Incomplete gateways

Incomplete gateways Between the same pool, non continuity in the tasks
Identification of pools and lanes with no activity in it

From an interpretability perspective, the AI-generated diagrams were eas-
ily readable, understandable, and interpretable by someone who has stan-
dard knowledge of these diagrams. Normally both kinds of diagrams were
not complete in terms of accuracy, so they may give a partial understanding
of the information system in question, but in general they were readable.
It is important to mention that these diagrams were used for comparative
reasons only, but were not intended for a specific audience. Under these con-
ditions no real study has been done on the quality of these diagrams from
the semantic and pragmatic side.

6.2 Comparative Evaluation
In this section it will be discussed whether, in general, the diagrams generated
by the AI models were more qualitative than those human-generated. As was
presented in the previous chapter, in terms of quality, artificial intelligence
models are currently not capable of generating more accurate diagrams than
human ones.

As can be seen from Figure 6.3, the human-generated diagrams had higher
performance scores than those AI-generated in almost all aspects, starting
from the identification of pools and lanes, identification of process parts and
sequential logical order of events.

On the other hand, what was not expected was that GPT 3.5 was syntac-
tically more accurate than the human actor. Figure 6.4 clearly shows that
GPT 3.5 performed better syntactically with only 30% errors followed by
human with 32% and GPT 4.0 with 38%.

Another interesting aspect to observe and discuss is the coherence and
variability between the diagrams generated by the three actors. For the
AI models, the same starting prompt was used precisely to distinguish how
similar the diagrams were to each other when starting from the same starting
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Figure 6.3. Accuracy percentages between actors

Figure 6.4. Syntax errors percentages

prompt. The results, both factual data and observations, showed that the
variability between the diagrams generated by GPT 3.5 and GPT 4.0 was
moderately high.

For the same problem statement, sometimes the response generated by
GPT 4.0 was completely different from that of GPT 3.5. The metrics used for
their evaluation were comparative with respect to the solution of the problem,
and this was a bit limiting in the overall evaluation of the diagram, given that
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many times GPT 4.0 generated a diagram close to that of the solution and
perhaps was non-compliant to the solution, but this does not mean that it is
fundamentally wrong. This would require further investigation and study.

On the other hand, the variability between the diagrams generated by
artificial intelligence models also has to do with the nature of artificial in-
telligence itself. This thesis was conducted over a period of approximately
6 months and diagram solutions are not necessarily generated on the same
day. AI models are constantly being improved, which is why the models
have not always been able to generate consistent responses with each other.
Furthermore, the nature of AI is also random since the models on which it
is based to generate outputs also have randomness, for this reason it was
clearly observable that AI generated different responses at different times.
This feature of artificial models can be considered an advantage and a disad-
vantage. Advantage because from this quality AI can introduce new forms
of creativity and innovation, on the other hand it is a disadvantage since this
creates variability in the answers given.

The variability in human-generated diagrams has to do with the amount
of exercises solved over time. The more experience is gained, the more spe-
cialised the solver will become in that task and therefore subsequent diagrams
will be more accurate. In terms of creativity and innovation, it is quite certain
that two different people have a different perception and interpret a diagram
differently, and perhaps they can give a different solution and interpretation.
After this thesis, it cannot be said whether there is a noticeable difference
between the diagrams created by humans and those of artificial intelligence
models.

Based on the results of the evaluation, statistically, it cannot be said that
AI is currently capable of replacing humans in the generation of BPMN
diagrams. However, considering the results obtained from the study in a
broader context, the data is promising and in the future, with the expected
increase in the capacity of artificial intelligence, it would be interesting to
see whether artificial intelligence can occupy an important place in the field
of software and process modelling.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Work

7.1 Conclusions

The results obtained provide an answer to the initial hypothesis presented
at the beginning of this research work but also serve as an empirical test,
providing statistical proof of a still open scientific question.

As mentioned above, the results obtained from the statistical analyzes (t-
test and ANOVA) rejected the null hypothesis that AI and human models
have the same performance in generating diagrams. The empirical analysis
and the value of the p-value, which was lower than the conventional alpha,
shows that there is no statistical evidence to verify the initial hypothesis.
This conclusion was unexpected, as initial expectations were that AI models
would generally perform better than they actually did.

In addition, the results obtained from this study shed light on a field which
is still new and little studied by experts in the field, since there is still no
genuine research that provides empirical evidence for this aspect. On the
other hand, they highlight a limit of AI models, that of not generating a
BPMN diagram in a complete and coherent XML file, especially when the
problem is long and complex. This means that further studies are still needed
to understand the capacity of AI models from this aspect.

However, it is important to highlight the limitations that may impact the
interpretation and generalization of the results. These limitations can be
technical or methodological. The first type concerns the technical ability
of the AI models to give the desired result, while the second type concerns
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the methodology chosen to conduct this study, which may be subject to
interpretation.

7.2 Future Work
In conclusion, this research on the role of AI in the generation of BPMN
diagrams clearly provides an answer to an open research question and sheds
light on new questions that need further exploration.

One could be improving the methodology used, for example, training AI
models or using a different AI model. Since this study mainly focused on
evaluating and comparing syntactic errors, an exciting aspect would be if
the generated diagrams were semantically and pragmatically correct. To an-
swer this question, broader and more specialized human resources expertise
would be needed. On the other hand, it was noticed that during the genera-
tion of the logical workflow, the performance of the artificial intelligence was
sometimes inconsistent. Having insight into how model architectures and
algorithms behind AI models are built would help mitigate the risk of vari-
ability and inconsistency in the responses generated by these models when
given different problems.

The technology of artificial intelligence in the generation of diagrams can
create new opportunities for many new technological developments. For ex-
ample, the technology industry can benefit greatly from these developments
since they can streamline the development process, while sectors focused on
improving processes and logistics can use them to improve processes. The
creation of applications for the academic field that create various diagrams
and schemes for summarizing the text could also be a further development.

Finally, these findings can also be used in real-life contexts. For example,
the IT industry would benefit the most from AI-generated diagrams. This
technological advance would simplify the modelling process, reduce errors,
save time, and allow the automation and documentation of this process.
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